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(57) The edge segment setting unit (6) sets up edge
data for an array of pixel divisions from the coordinates
of start and end points of an edge line. The correction
unit (7) shifts the array of pixel divisions on the bases of
row of pixel divisions arranged in the scanning line direc-
tion by a given number of pixels in the scanning line di-
rection. The contraction unit (8) calculates the sums of
edge data of pixel divisions within the pre-shift range of
the array of pixel divisions on the basis of row of pixel
divisions and stores the sums in a column of contracted

pixels having a width equal to one pixel division in the
scanning line direction. The adjacent pixel adding unit
(9) adds the values of the pixel divisions protruding from
the pre-shift range of the array of pixel, divisions to the
column of contracted pixels of the pixel adjacent in the
protruding direction. The first mask generation unit (11)
generates mask data indicating the fill according to the
array of contracted pixels. The occupancy rate calcula-
tion unit (12) adds the respective products of the mask
data and contracted pixels while shifting a matrix of
weighting coefficients to calculate the fill occupancy rate.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a figure draw-
ing device for drawing images on a display device based
on figure data, an anti-aliasing method, and a storage
medium.

Background Art

[0002] For drawing an image based on figure data, the
edges of a figure are anti-aliased while filling the pixels
enclosed by the edge lines. A pixel is the minimum unit
for display. Even if a pixel at an edge of a character or
figure partly overlaps another character or figure, the en-
tire pixel must be displayed in one color. However, if the
pixels at an edge of a figure have the same color or bright-
ness as the inner pixels, stairstep-like lines clearly appear
due to jagging. Then, when an edge of a figure runs
through a pixel, the area ratio of the figure overlapping
the pixel is calculated and the display color of the dot at
the edge part is presented in gradation according to the
area ratio (see Patent Literature 1). Such a technique is
called anti-aliasing.
[0003] In a technique of calculating the overlapping
rate of a figure in a pixel at an edge, a pixel is divided
into, for example, 4 x 4 subpixels and the fill region is
calculated on the basis of subpixel (for example, see Pat-
ent Literature 2). The technique described in the Patent
Literature 2 includes the density determination procedure
(anti-aliasing procedure) in which a specific anti-aliasing
filter (for example, a uniform averaging filter) is applied
to the pixels one by one from the first one on the scanning
line and the area ratio of each pixel is calculated to obtain
a gradation value (namely, density).
[0004] In another technique, an area ratio is obtained
without dividing into subpixels or counting those to be
filled (for example, see Patent Literature 3). The tech-
nique described in the Patent Literature 3 comprises a
continuity information addition means creating vector da-
ta forming the outline of a figure and continuity informa-
tion indicating the continuity to the vector data and adding
it to vector information, a pseudo vector generation
means generating a pseudo vector from information on
intersections between the scanning lines above and be-
low a scan line and the vector data based on the continuity
information of the vector data, and an approximate area
ratio calculation means calculating the approximate area
ratio of an edge pixel using the fractional part of the X-
coordinate value or Y-coordinate value of one of the two
intersections formed by the pseudo vector passing
through the edge pixel.
[0005] In a further other technique, for drawing a figure
on a frame buffer over which background image data are
spread out, an intermediate color between the color of a
first pixel in the background in contact with the edge of
a figure and the color of a second pixel at the edge of the

figure in contact with the first pixel is calculated and re-
tained in an intermediate color retention region. Then,
the color of N consecutive pixels along the edge of the
figure in the background including the first pixel is re-
placed by the intermediate color retained in the interme-
diate color retention region. Here, N is any integer equal
to or greater than 2.

Related Art Literature

Patent Literature

[0006]

[Patent Literature 1] Unexamined Japanese Patent
Application KOKAI Publication No. H03-211591;
[Patent Literature 2] Unexamined Japanese Patent
Application KOKAI Publication No. H04-139589;
[Patent Literature 3] Unexamined Japanese Patent
Application KOKAI Publication No. H05-143742; and
[Patent Literature 4] Unexamined Japanese Patent
Application KOKAI Publication No. 2004-227338.

Disclosure of the Invention

Problems the Invention is to Solve

[0007] For example, for drawing a figure having edge
data as shown in FIG. 12A, a pixel is divided into halves
in the scanning line direction (X-direction) and in the di-
rection perpendicular thereto (Y-direction) (FIG. 12B)
and the outline is detected (FIG. 12C). After the outline
is detected, the outline data are scanned from the left to
right along the rows of scanning line (Y) to create mask
data (FIG. 12D). Then, the occupancy rate is calculated
from the 2 x 2 subpixels. In the example of FIG. 12, the
occupancy rate is 3/4.
[0008] In the above-described anti-aliasing of a figure,
for obtaining a more specific occupancy rate in accord-
ance with the relationship between the edge and pixel,
the technique described in the Patent Literature 2 divides
a pixel into, for example, 4 x 4 subpixels as shown in FIG.
13 instead of 2 x 2 subpixels in FIG. 12B, whereby the
increased number of subpixels leads to anti-aliasing with
more gradation levels for improved quality. In this way,
the outline data capacity is increased by a factor of‘ the
square of enlargement ratio (fourfold of FIG. 12 in the
example of FIG. 13). Therefore, the outline scan process-
ing time is increased by a factor of the square of enlarge-
ment ratio.
[0009] The anti-aliasing procedure in which the
number of subpixels is equal to the square of the number
of divisions has the following problems. For improving
the anti-aliasing quality, the outline buffer region having
a size of a figure expanded to the number of divisions.
Because of increased volumes of writing/reading in/from
the outline buffer, the number of accesses to the memory
is increased, which causes the performance to drop.
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[0010] When no subpixels are created as in the tech-
nique described in the Patent Literature 3, data for one
edge line are not enough to determine the filling. Then,
the coordinates of intersections should be held until the
mask data are generated. Then, when the mask data are
generated, the area ratio should be determined. There-
fore, the mask data generation procedure becomes com-
plex. On the other hand, in the technique described in
the Patent Literature 4, the gradation does not comply
with the area ratio.
[0011] The present invention is invented in view of the
above circumstances and an exemplary purpose of the
present invention is to improve the anti-aliasing quality
while suppressing the memory capacity used in anti-
aliasing for drawing a figure.

Means for Solving the Problems

[0012] The figure drawing device according to the first
exemplary aspect of the present invention is character-
ized by comprising a pixel division array generation unit
generating an array of pixel divisions by dividing a pixel
through which an edge line of a figure runs by a given
number in the horizontal and vertical directions; an edge
data setting unit setting up edge data for the array of pixel
divisions generated by the pixel division array generation
unit, the edge data presenting a pixel division at which
filling starts and a pixel division at which the filling ends
along the scanning line of a drawing region; a pixel divi-
sion row shifting unit shifting the array of pixel divisions
for which the edge data are set up by the edge data setting
unit in the direction of the scanning line on the basis of
row of pixel divisions arranged in the direction of the scan-
ning line by a given number of pixel divisions determined
for the row of pixel divisions; a contracted pixel column
generation unit calculating the sums of the edge data of
pixel divisions on the basis of the row of pixel divisions
within the pre-shift range of the array of pixel divisions in
a set of pixel divisions shifted by the pixel division row
shifting unit, and generating a column of contracted pixels
storing the sums of edge data, the column of contracted
pixels having a width equal to one pixel in the direction
of the scanning line and consisting of the number of con-
tracted pixels obtained by dividing in the direction per-
pendicular to the scanning line; a mask pixel array gen-
eration unit generating an array of mask pixels indicating
the contracted pixels to be filled from an array of con-
tracted pixels obtained by arranging the columns of con-
tracted pixels generated by the contracted pixel column
generation unit according to the array of undivided pixels;
an occupancy rate calculation unit calculating the fill oc-
cupancy rate of a pixel through which the edge line cor-
responding to the column of contracted pixels runs from
the sum of the products of the column of contracted pixels
and adjacent columns of contracted pixels and given
weighting coefficients for individual contracted pixels to-
gether on the basis of column of contracted pixels of the
array of mask pixels generated by the mask pixel array

generation unit; a figure drawing unit filling the pixels with-
in the figure with a first gradation and filling the pixels
through which the edge line runs with a second gradation
that is lower than the first gradation and determined ac-
cording to the occupancy rate calculated by the occu-
pancy rate calculation unit so as to draw the figure on a
display screen.
[0013] The anti-aliasing method according to the sec-
ond exemplary aspect of the present invention comprises
a pixel division array generation step generating an array
of pixel divisions by dividing a pixel through which an
edge line of a figure runs by a given number in the hori-
zontal and vertical directions; an edge data setting step
setting up edge data for the array of pixel divisions gen-
erated in the pixel division array generation step, the edge
data presenting a pixel division at which filling starts and
a pixel division at which the filling ends along the scanning
line of a drawing region; a pixel division row shifting step
shifting the array of pixel divisions for which the edge
data are set up in the edge data setting step in the direc-
tion of the scanning line on the basis of row of pixel divi-
sions arranged in the direction of the scanning line by a
given number of pixel divisions determined for the row
of pixel divisions; a contracted pixel column generation
step calculating the sums of the edge data of pixel divi-
sions on the basis of the row of pixel divisions within the
pre-shift range of the array of pixel divisions in a set of
pixel divisions shifted in the pixel division row shifting
step, and generating a column of contracted pixels stor-
ing the sums of edge data, the column of contracted pix-
els having a width equal to one pixel in the direction of
the scanning line and consisting of the number of con-
tracted pixels obtained by dividing in the direction per-
pendicular to the scanning line; a mask pixel array gen-
eration step generating an array of mask pixels indicating
the contracted pixels to be filled from an array of con-
tracted pixels obtained by arranging the columns of con-
tracted pixels generated in the contracted pixel column
generation step according to the array of undivided pix-
els; an occupancy rate calculation step calculating the
fill occupancy rate of a pixel through which the edge line
corresponding to the column of contracted pixels runs
from the sum of the products of the column of contracted
pixels and adjacent columns of contracted pixels and giv-
en weighting coefficients for individual contracted pixels
together on the basis of column of contracted pixels of
the array of mask pixels generated in the mask pixel array
generation step; a figure drawing step filling the pixels
within the figure with a first gradation and filling the pixels
through which the edge line runs with a second gradation
that is lower than the first gradation and determined ac-
cording to the occupancy rate calculated in the occupan-
cy rate calculation step so as to draw the figure on a
display screen.
[0014] The computer-readable storage medium ac-
cording to the third exemplary aspect of the present in-
vention stores programs that allow a computer to execute
a pixel division array generation procedure generating
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an array of pixel divisions by dividing a pixel through
which an edge line of a figure runs by a given number in
the horizontal and vertical directions; an edge data set-
ting procedure setting up edge data for the array of pixel
divisions generated in the pixel division array generation
procedure, the edge data presenting a pixel division at
which filling starts and a pixel division at which the filling
ends along the scanning line of a drawing region; a pixel
division row shifting procedure shifting the array of pixel
divisions for which the edge data are set up in the edge
data setting procedure in the direction of the scanning
line on the basis of row of pixel divisions arranged in the
direction of the scanning line by a given number of pixel
divisions determined for the row of pixel divisions; a con-
tracted pixel column generation procedure calculating
the sums of the edge data of pixel divisions on the basis
of the row of pixel divisions within the pre-shift range of
the array of pixel divisions in a set of pixel divisions shifted
in the pixel division row shifting procedure, and generat-
ing a column of contracted pixels storing the sums of
edge data, the column of contracted pixels having a width
equal to one pixel in the direction of the scanning line
and consisting of the number of contracted pixels ob-
tained by dividing in the direction perpendicular to the
scanning line; a mask pixel array generation procedure
generating an array of mask pixels indicating the con-
tracted pixels to be filled from an array of contracted pix-
els obtained by arranging the columns of contracted pix-
els generated in the contracted pixel column generation
procedure according to the array of undivided pixels; an
occupancy rate calculation procedure calculating the fill
occupancy rate of a pixel through which the edge line
corresponding to the column of contracted pixels runs
from the sum of the products of the column of contracted
pixels and adjacent columns of contracted pixels and giv-
en weighting coefficients for individual contracted pixels
together on the basis of column of contracted pixels of
the array of mask pixels generated in the mask pixel array
generation procedure; a figure drawing procedure filling
the pixels within the figure with a first gradation and filling
the pixels through which the edge line runs with a second
gradation that is lower than the first gradation and deter-
mined according to the occupancy rate calculated in the
occupancy rate calculation procedure so as to draw the
figure on a display screen.

Advantages of the Invention

[0015] The present invention can improve the anti-
aliasing quality while suppressing the memory capacity
used in anti-aliasing for drawing a figure.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0016]

[FIG. 1] A block diagram showing an exemplary con-
figuration of a drawing device;

[fife. 2] A block diagram showing an exemplary con-
figuration of the anti-aliasing circuit according to an
embodiment of the present invention;
[FIG. 3] A flowchart showing an exemplary operation
of the edge correction procedure according to the
embodiment;
[FIG. 4] A flowchart showing an exemplary operation
of the weighting procedure according to the embod-
iment;
[FIG. 5] An illustration for explaining the anti-aliasing
procedure according to an embodiment of the
present invention;
[FIG. 6] An illustration for explaining exemplary edge
data of an array of pixel divisions;
[FIG. 7] An illustration for explaining an array of con-
tracted pixels according to an embodiment;
[FIG. 8] An illustration for explaining exemplary mask
data for an array of contracted pixels;
[FIG. 9] An illustration showing exemplary weighting
coefficients according to the embodiment;
[FIG. 10] An illustration showing exemplary occu-
pancy rates;
[FIG. 11] A block diagram showing an exemplary
physical configuration for mounting the drawing de-
vice on a computer;
[FIG. 12] An illustration for explaining an anti-aliasing
procedure; and
[FIG. 13] An illustration for explaining a method of
determining a more specific occupancy rate in an
anti-aliasing procedure.

Best Mode for Carrying Out the Invention

[0017] The configuration of the drawing device accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention will be
described hereafter with reference to the drawings.
[0018] FIG. 1 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the drawing device according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[0019] A drawing device 100 is used to draw figures
and generally composed of, as shown in FIG. 1, a control
point input unit 101, a Bezier curve dividing unit 102, a
coordinate conversion unit 103, an edge generation cir-
cuit 104, an anti-aliasing circuit 1, an outline buffer 106,
and a display circuit 120.
[0020] The control point input unit 101 receives the co-
ordinates of control points of a Bezier curve.
[0021] The Bezier curve dividing unit 102 obtains the
coordinates of dividing points for approximating polygo-
nal lines of the Bezier curve from the coordinates of con-
trol points of the Bezier curve received by the control
point input unit 101.
[0022] The coordinate conversion unit 103 converts
the coordinates of dividing points output from the Bezier
curve dividing unit 102 to the coordinates on the entire
screen of a display device (not shown) on which the figure
is displayed.
[0023] The edge generation circuit 104 sets up in the
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outline buffer 106 edge data presenting the pixels
through which the line segments run from the coordinates
of dividing points converted by the coordinate conversion
unit 103.
[0024] The anti-aliasing circuit 1 performs the anti-
aliasing procedure based on information on the line seg-
ments forming an edge line and is connected to the edge
generation circuit 104, outline buffer 106, and display cir-
cuit 120.
[0025] The anti-aliasing circuit 1 receives edge line in-
formation from the edge generation circuit 104, calcu-
lates (computes) the fill occupancy rate of pixels at the
edge, and outputs occupancy data 16 indicating the oc-
cupancy rate to the display circuit 120. Furthermore, the
anti-aliasing circuit 1 stores the edge data obtained in
the course of calculating the occupancy rate in the outline
buffer 106.
[0026] FIG. 2 is a block diagram showing an exemplary
configuration of the anti-aliasing circuit.
[0027] The anti-aliasing circuit 1 performs the anti-
aliasing procedure and is generally composed of, as
shown in FIG. 2, an edge correction circuit 2 and a weight-
ing circuit 3.
[0028] The edge correction circuit 2 sets up edge data
for pixel divisions, contracts the pixel divisions after cor-
rection of the edge data, and compresses and stores the
pixel division data in the outline buffer 106. The edge
correction circuit 2 comprises an edge line coordinate
input unit 4, a pixel dividing unit 5, an edge segment set-
ting unit 6, a correction unit 7, a contraction unit 8, and
an adjacent pixel adding unit 9.
[0029] The edge line coordinate input unit 4 receives
the coordinates of start and end points (edge line
start/end coordinates 13) of segments forming an edge
line from the edge generation circuit 104.
[0030] The pixel dividing unit 5 divides at least a pixel
through which an edge line runs by a given number to
generate an array of pixel divisions.
[0031] The edge segment setting unit 6 sets up edge
data, namely data indicating the start or end of fill along
the scanning line, for the pixel divisions at the positions
through which the edge line runs in the array of pixel
divisions generated by the pixel dividing unit 5.
[0032] The correction unit 7 shifts the array of pixel
divisions for which the edge data are set up by the edge
segment setting unit 6 by a given number of pixels de-
termined for each row of pixel divisions in the scanning
line direction on the basis of row of pixel divisions ar-
ranged in the scanning line direction. In this way, some
pixel divisions of the rows of pixel divisions remain in the
range of the original array of pixel divisions and the others
protrude from the range of the array of pixel divisions.
Depending on the row of pixel divisions, different pixel
divisions remain in or protrude from the range of the orig-
inal array of pixel divisions.
[0033] The contraction unit 8 adds the edge data of
the pixel divisions remaining in the range of the original
array of pixel divisions on the basis of row of pixel divi-

sions shifted by the correction unit 7. Then, the contrac-
tion unit 8 arranges the values obtained by addition on
the basis of row of pixel divisions in the direction perpen-
dicular to the scanning line direction to generate a column
of values. The storage region retaining the values ob-
tained by addition on the basis of row of pixel divisions
is termed a contracted pixel and the contracted pixels
arranged in the direction perpendicular to the scanning
line in alignment with the array of pixel divisions form a
column of contracted pixels.
[0034] The adjacent pixel adding unit 9 stores the col-
umn of contracted pixels (outline data 14) generated by
the contraction unit 8 in the corresponding storage region
of the outline buffer 106. Here, since the edge data of a
portion of the dispersed row of pixels of the immediately
previous pixel that protrudes in the direction of the sub-
sequent pixel are written, the adjacent pixel adding unit
9 adds thereto and sores the data of the current column
of contracted pixels.
[0035] The adjacent pixel adding unit 9 adds the edge
data of pixel divisions protruding from the range of the
original array of pixel divisions as a result of the correction
unit 7 shifting each row of pixel divisions to the data of
the column of contracted pixels of the pixel adjacent in
the protruding direction.
[0036] More specifically, along the scanning line, the
adjacent pixel adding unit 9 reads the column of contract-
ed pixels of the immediately previous pixel (for example,
the column of contracted pixels on the left), adds the edge
data of the portion of the dispersed row of pixels that
protrudes in that direction, and writes it in the original
storage region of the outline buffer 106 (the column of
contracted pixels of the immediately previous pixel). Fur-
thermore, the adjacent pixel adding unit 9 writes the edge
data of the portion of the dispersed row of pixels that
protrudes in that direction in the storage region of the
column of contracted pixels of the immediately subse-
quent pixel (for example, the column on the right) along
the scanning line.
[0037] With the correction unit 7 shifting each row of
pixel divisions, the pixel divisions protruding from the pre-
shift range of the array of pixel divisions are diffused into
the adjacent pixel.
[0038] The weighting circuit 3 reads the edge data of
the contracted pixel divisions on a scanning line from the
outline buffer 106, calculates the occupancy rate of each
pixel, and outputs the occupancy rate data 16 indicating
the occupancy rate of each pixel to the display circuit
120. The weighting circuit 3 comprises a first mask gen-
eration unit 11 and an occupancy rate calculation unit 12.
[0039] The first mask generation unit 11 reads the col-
umns of contracted pixels for one line (outline data 15)
from the outline buffer 106 and creates mask data in units
of contracted pixel from the outline data 15 n-fold in the
direction perpendicular to the scanning line.
[0040] Using the mask data in units of contracted pixel
generated by the first mask generation unit 11, the oc-
cupancy rate calculation unit 12 multiplies each contract-
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ed pixel of the column of contracted pixels of a pixel to
draw and the previous and subsequent columns of con-
tracted pixels by a weighting coefficient and adds them
to obtain the occupancy rate of the pixel to draw. Then,
the occupancy rate calculation unit 12 outputs the occu-
pancy rate data 16 indicating the calculated occupancy
rate of each pixel to the display circuit 120.
[0041] The display circuit 120 shown in FIG. 1 fills the
pixels within a figure with a reference color (a first gra-
dation color) and fills the pixels through which the edges
run with a color having a lower level of gradation than
the reference color that is determined in advance accord-
ing to the occupancy rate indicated by the occupancy
rate data 16 so as to draw the figure on the screen of a
display device (display screen). The display circuit 120
is composed of, as shown in FIG. 1, a second mask gen-
eration unit 107, a filling unit 108, a merging unit 109, a
dither 110, an image buffer 111, a filter 112, and a color
conversion unit 113.
[0042] The second mask generation unit 107 gener-
ates mask data from the edge data stored in the outline
buffer 106 using the occupancy rate indicated by the oc-
cupancy rate data 16 generated by the occupancy rate
calculation unit 12.
[0043] The filling unit 108 perform the filling procedure
according to the mask data generated by the second
mask generation unit 107 so as to generate an image of
the figure.
[0044] For superimposing image data presented by
color and brightness data of each pixel of a bit map, such
image data are set up in the image buffer 111.
[0045] The filter 112 performs procedures such as
edge enhancement and singularity removal on the image
data set up in the image buffer 111.
[0046] The color conversion unit 113 performs color
conversion in accordance with the display device on the
image data on which the filter 112 has performed edge
enhancement and singularity removal.
[0047] The merging unit 109 merges the figure image
generated by the filling unit 108 and the image presented
by the image data on which the color conversion unit 113
has performed color conversion.
[0048] The dither 110 generates drawing data by giv-
ing the image merged by the merging unit 109 some dith-
er effect that makes the image easy to view on a display
device.
[0049] The operation (anti-aliasing) of a drawing de-
vice having the above configuration will be described
hereafter with reference to the drawings.
[0050] The edge correction circuit 2 starts the edge
correction procedure each time the edge generation cir-
cuit 104 generates edge line data of an image of a figure
to draw, in which data of columns of contracted pixels
are generated and added in the outline buffer 106 for the
pixels through which an edge line runs.
[0051] FIG. 3 is a flowchart showing an exemplary op-
eration of the edge correction procedure according to this
embodiment.

[0052] In the edge correction procedure, first, as
shown in FIG. 3, the edge line coordinate input unit 4 of
the edge correction circuit 2 receives the coordinates of
start and end points (start/end coordinates 13) of each
segment of the edge line from the edge generation circuit
104 (Step S1).
[0053] Then, the pixel dividing unit 5 divides a pixel
through which the edge line run by a given number to
generates an array of pixel divisions (Step S2).
[0054] Subsequently, the edge segment setting unit 6
sets up edge data for the pixel divisions at the positions
through which the edge line runs in the array of pixel
divisions generated in Step S2 (Step S3).
[0055] Subsequently, the correction unit 7 performs
the correction procedure on the array of pixel divisions
for which the edge data are set up in Step S3, in which
each row of pixel divisions arranged in the scanning line
direction is shifted in the scanning line direction by a given
number of pixels determined for each row of pixel divi-
sions (Step S4).
[0056] Subsequently, the contraction unit 8 adds the
edge data of the pixel divisions remaining in the range
of the original array of pixel divisions on the basis of row
of pixel divisions shifted in Step S4 so as to generate a
column of values obtained by addition on the basis of
row of pixel divisions and arranged in the direction per-
pendicular to the scanning line direction (Step S5).
[0057] Then, the adjacent pixel adding unit 9 adds and
stores the column of contracted pixels generated in Step
S5 in the corresponding storage region of the outline buff-
er 106, and adds and stores the edge data of the pixel
divisions protruding from the range of the original array
of pixel divisions as a result of shifting of each row of
pixel divisions in Step S4 to the data of the column of
contracted pixels of the pixel adjacent in the protruding
direction (Step S6).
[0058] Then, the edge correction circuit 2 determines
whether the edge correction procedure is performed on
all edge lines on one scanning line and the columns of
contracted pixels for the one scanning line are generated.
After the edge correction procedure is performed on all
edge lines on one scanning line (after the columns of
contracted pixels for one scanning line are generated),
a drawing start instruction is issued to the weighting cir-
cuit 3.
[0059] Here, after the columns of contracted pixels for
one scanning line are generated, a drawing start instruc-
tion is issued to the weighting circuit 3. Here, the columns
of contracted pixels for one line have a data structure in
which the original row of pixels is increased n-fold in the
direction perpendicular to the scanning line. The values
in a column of contracted pixels include a positive value
and a negative value presenting the fill start pixel and fill
end pixel along a scanning line in the drawing region,
respectively.
[0060] Then, the weighting circuit 3 performs the
weighting procedure on the outline data of the scanning
line when a drawing start instruction is issued by the edge
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correction circuit 2.
[0061] FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing an exemplary op-
eration of the weighting procedure according to this em-
bodiment.
[0062] In the weighting procedure, as shown in FIG.
4, first, the first mask generation unit 11 of the weighting
circuit 3 receives a array of contracted pixels (the outline
data 15) for one line from the outline buffer 106 (Step S
11).
[0063] Then, the first mask generation unit 11 creates
mask data in units of contracted pixel from the received
outline data 15 that are increased n-fold in the direction
perpendicular to the scanning line (Step S12).
[0064] Subsequently, the occupancy rate calculation
unit 12 multiplies each contracted pixel of the column of
contracted pixels of a pixel to draw and the previous and
subsequent columns of contracted pixels by a weighting
coefficient and adds them to obtain the occupancy rate
of the pixel to draw, and outputs the occupancy rate data
16 indicating the calculated occupancy rate of each pixel
to the display circuit 120 (Step S13).
[0065] Then, the second mask generation unit 107 of
the display circuit 120 generates mask data from the edge
data using the occupancy rate indicated by the occupan-
cy rate data 16 generated in Step 513. Then, the filling
unit 108 performs the filling procedure according to the
mask data.
[0066] Consequently, the pixels within the figure are
filled with a reference color and the pixel through which
an edge line runs are filled with a color having a lower
level of gradation than the reference color that is deter-
mined in advance according to the occupancy rate indi-
cated by the occupancy rate data 16 so as to draw the
figure on the screen of a display device.
[0067] The operation (anti-aliasing) of a drawing de-
vice performing the above procedures will be described
hereafter using a specific example.
[0068] For example, when a pixel through which an
edge line as shown in FIG. 5A runs is generated by the
edge generation circuit 104, first, the edge line coordinate
input unit 4 receives the coordinates of start and end
points of the edge line running through the pixel (Step S
1 in FIG. 3).
[0069] Then, the pixel dividing unit 5 divides the pixel
shown in FIG. 5A into quarters horizontally (in the scan-
ning line direction) and vertically to generate an array of
pixel divisions as shown in FIG. 5B (Step S2 in FIG. 3).
A square division corresponds to a pixel division in the
example shown in FIG. 5B.
[0070] In the example shown in FIG. 5B, the edge line
is a diagonal line running from the top left corner to the
bottom right corner of the pixel. Then, the edge segment
setting unit 6 sets up edge data for the pixel divisions on
the diagonal line along which the edge line runs as shown
in FIG. 5C (Step S3 in FIG. 3). In the example in FIG.
5C, the pixel divisions having a value of 0 are shown in
blank. Presented by +1, the edge data indicate that filling
starts (or ends) at that pixel division.

[0071] Depending on the position of an edge line run-
ning through a pixel, the positions of pixel divisions for
which edge data are set up vary. For example, when an
edge line runs from the top left corner to the midpoint of
the right side of a pixel, the edge data as shown in FIG.
6A are set up. When an edge line runs from the top left
corner to the midpoint of the bottom side of a pixel, the
edge data as shown in FIG. 6B are set up. When two
edge lines run, the edge data as shown in FIG. 6C are
set up.
[0072] Subsequently, the correction unit 7 performs
the correction procedure as shown in FIG. 5D in which
the rows of pixel divisions are shifted on the basis of row
alternately from the top by one pixel division in the neg-
ative direction of the scanning line, by one pixel division
in the positive direction of the scanning line, by one pixel
division in the negative direction of the scanning line, and
by one pixel division in the positive direction of the scan-
ning line (Step S4 in FIG. 3). In the example shown in
FIG. 5D, the dash-dot-dot line indicates the pre-shift
range of the columns of pixel divisions. Here, the pixel
divisions protruding from the pre-shift range of‘ the col-
umns of pixel divisions are diffused into the adjacent pix-
els.
[0073] Subsequently, the contraction unit 8 adds the
edge data in the range enclosed by the dash-dot-dot line
shown in FIG. 5D in the horizontal (scanning line) direc-
tion on the basis of row of pixel divisions as shown in
FIG. 5E. In the example shown in FIG. 5E, the range
enclosed by the dash-dot-dot line indicates a column of
contracted pixels. Here, the edge data in the first and
fourth rows of pixel divisions protrude from the range of
the original array of pixel divisions. Therefore, the first
and fourth rows of the column of contracted pixels have
a value of 0.
[0074] Then, when there is no edge data in the portion
protruding from the immediately previous pixel in the pos-
itive direction of the scanning line (the column of con-
tracted pixels of a pixel currently in process has 0) and
the column of contracted pixels on the left has data of 0,
the adjacent pixel adding unit 9 writes the value of the
center column shown in FIG. 5E in the column of con-
tracted pixels of the pixel currently in process, the value
of the left column shown in FIG. 5E in the left column,
and the value of the right column shown in FIG. 5E in the
right column as they are in the corresponding storage
region of the outline buffer 106. As a result of shifting on
the basis of row of pixel divisions, the pixel divisions pro-
truding from the pre-shift range of the array of pixel divi-
sions are diffused into the adjacent pixels.
[0075] Consequently, in the outline buffer 106, the col-
umn of contracted pixels of the pixel currently in process
is arranged in the unit enclosed by the dash-dot line, the
column of contracted pixels of the immediately previous
pixel is arranged in the left column, and the column of
contracted pixels of the immediately subsequent pixel is
arranged in the right column as shown in FIG. 7.
[0076] After the columns of contracted pixels for one
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scanning line are generated as described above, a draw-
ing start instruction is issued to the weighting circuit 3.
First, the first mask generation unit 11 reads the columns
of contracted pixels for one line (the outline data 15) from
the outline buffer 106 (Step S 11 in FIG. 4).
[0077] Then, the first mask generating unit 11 starts
filling from the contracted pixel having edge data of +1
shown in FIG. 7 based on the outline data 15 that is in-
creased n-fold in the direction perpendicular to the scan-
ning line and creates mask data in units of contracted
pixel in which the hatched contracted pixels to be filled
are given mask data of 1 and the contracted pixels not
to be filled are given mask data of 0 (S 12 in FIG. 4).
Here, the mask data shown in FIG. 8 corresponds to the
array of contracted pixels shown in FIG. 7. For example,
the mask data enclosed by the dash-dot line shown in
FIG. 8 corresponds to the contracted pixels enclosed by
the dash-dot line shown in FIG. 7.
[0078] Subsequently, in Step 13 of FIG. 4, using a ma-
trix of weighting coefficients consisting of coefficients for
multiplying the values in the center column enclosed by
the dash-dot-dot line by the column of contracted pixels
of a pixel of interest, coefficients for multiplying the values
in the left column by the column of contracted pixels of
the immediately previous pixel to the pixel of interest, and
coefficients for multiplying the values in the right column
by the column of contracted pixels of the immediately
subsequent pixel to the pixel of interest as shown in FIG.
9, the occupancy rate calculation unit 12 multiplies the
coefficients and the mask data of the corresponding col-
umns of contracted pixels together while shifting the ma-
trix so that the column of contracted pixels of the pixel of
interest is positioned in the center (indicated by the dash-
dot-dot line), and calculates the total (=5 (= (1.0 + 0.5) +
(1.5) + (1.5 + 0.5)).
[0079] Here, among the weighting coefficients shown
in FIG. 9, the coefficients for the contracted pixels in the
direction of shifting the rows of pixel divisions are 0 and
the coefficients for those in the other direction are 0.5.
This is because the mask data are so generated as to
start or end at edge data along a scanning line and, in
the above way, a coefficient for including the edge data
diffused into the adjacent pixel and a coefficient for ex-
cluding them appear alternately from the top in the rows
of weighting coefficients. Then, the weighting coefficients
shown in FIG. 9 serve to set up a proper occupancy rate
in accordance with diffusion of the edge data into the
adjacent pixels as shown in FIG. 5D.
[0080] Subsequently, in Step S 13 of FIG. 4, the occu-
pancy rate calculation unit 12 divides the total value by
the sum of coefficients (7 (= 1.0 + 0.5) + (0.5 + 1.5) + (1.5
+ 0.5) + (0.5 + 1.0))) in the example shown in FIG. 9) to
obtain the occupancy rate (= 5/7) of the pixel.
[0081] FIG. 10 is an illustration showing the values (oc-
cupancy rates) calculated in accordance with the mask
data shown in FIG. 8 using the weighting matrix shown
in FIG. 9. In the example shown in FIG. 10, the data
enclosed by the dash-dot line indicate the occupancy rate

(= 5/7) of the pixel of the column of contracted pixels
enclosed by the dash-dot line shown in FIGS. 8 and 9.
[0082] As shown in FIG. 10, the immediately previous
(left) pixel to the pixel enclosed by the dash-dot line has
four contracted pixels having mask data of 1 and there-
fore has an occupancy rate of 2/7. On the other hand,
the second pixel preceding the pixel of interest has only
one contracted pixel having mask data of 1 at the top
right of the matrix of weighting coefficients and therefore
has an occupancy rate of (0.5)/7. Furthermore, the mask
data of the preceding pixel are all zero and has an occu-
pancy rate of 0.
[0083] On the other hand, the immediately subsequent
(right) pixel to the pixel enclosed by the dash-dot line has
only one contracted pixel having mask data of 0 at the
bottom left and therefore has an occupancy rate of (6.5)
/7. Furthermore, the second pixel subsequent to the pixel
of interest has an occupancy rate of 7/7 = 1.
[0084] Then, in Step S13 of FIG. 4, the occupancy rate
calculation unit 12 outputs the occupancy rate data 16
indicating the calculated occupancy rate of each pixel to
the display circuit 120.
[0085] Then, the display circuit 120 fills the pixels with-
in the figure with a reference color and fills the pixels
through which the edge line runs with a color having a
lower level of gradation than the reference color that is
determined in advance according to the occupancy rate
indicated by the occupancy rate data 16 so as to draw
the figure on the screen of a display unit.
[0086] As described above, the anti-aliasing circuit 1
of this embodiment has the following effects.
[0087] The first effect is that the correction of the co-
ordinates after generation of edge data and calculation
of the occupancy rate with weighting improves the quality
of anti-aliasing without increasing the capacity of the out-
line buffer.
[0088] More specifically, in the example shown in
FIGS. 5 and 7, the column of contracted pixels is in-
creased from the original pixel fourfold in the direction
perpendicular to the scanning line. Then, the data in the
outline buffer 106 are increased fourfold from the original
pixel. This is the same data volume as in the outline buffer
in the case of FIG. 12. On the other hand, the occupancy
rate has four gradation levels in the example shown in
FIG. 12 while the gradation is increased to 7 levels in the
example shown in FIGS. 5 and 7. In this embodiment,
the quality of anti-aliasing can be improved by increasing
the gradation levels of pixels without increasing outline
data.
[0089] The second effect is that because the capacity
of the outline buffer is not increased, the number of ac-
cesses to the memory is the same as before the quality
is improved. Then, the quality of antl-aliasing can be im-
proved without reducing the drawing speed.
[0090] The present invention is not confined to the
above embodiment and various modifications and appli-
cations are available. Modification of the above embod-
iment applicable to the present invention will be de-
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scribed hereafter.
[0091] For example, the number of divisions of a pixel
created by the pixel dividing unit 5 and the number of
pixel divisions by which each row of pixel divisions is
shifted by the correction unit 7 are not limited to the num-
bers referred to in the explanation of the embodiment
and can be any numbers. For example, the number of
divisions can be n in each of the horizontal and vertical
directions. In such a case, the outline buffer 106 is in-
creased n-fold, not by a factor of the square of n. Fur-
thermore, the divisions can be shifted by two or more
divisions. Even in such a case, the data of the pixel divi-
sions protruding from the pre-shift range of the array of
pixel divisions are added to a column of contracted pixels
of the pixel adjacent in each protruding direction. The
weighting coefficients are set up according to the number
of divisions and the number of pixel divisions to shift;
then, an anti-aliasing procedure for proper display can
be performed.
[0092] The display device 100 according to this em-
bodiment can be realized by a hardware configuration
similar to a conventional computer device.
[0093] FIG. 11 is a block diagram showing an exem-
plary physical configuration for mounting the drawing de-
vice on a computer.
[0094] The anti-aliasing circuit 1 constitutes a unit of
the drawing device 100 as explained with reference to
FIG. 1.
[0095] The drawing device 100 comprises, as shown
in FIG. 11, a control unit 21, a main storage 22, an ex-
ternal storage 23, an operation unit 24, a display unit 25,
and an input/output unit 26. The main storage 22, external
storage 23, operation unit 24, display unit 25, and input/
output unit 26 are connected to the control unit 21 via an
internal bus 20.
[0096] The control unit 21 is composed of a CPU (cen-
tral processing unit) or the like and executes the drawing
process including the anti-aliasing procedure according
to programs 30 stored in the external storage 23.
[0097] The main storage 22 is composed of a RAM
(random access memory) or the like. With the programs
30 stored in the external storage 23 being loaded, the
main storage 21 is used as the working area of the control
unit 21. The above-described outline buffer 106 is con-
figured in the main storage 22.
[0098] The external storage 23 is composed of a non-
volatile memory such as a flash memory, hard disc, DVD-
RAM (digital versatile disc-random access memory), and
DVD-RW (digital versatile disc-rewritable). The external
storage 23 stores the programs 30 for the control unit 21
to execute the above-described procedures in advance.
Furthermore, the external storage 23 supplies to the con-
trol unit 21 data stored by the programs 30 according to
instructions from the control unit 21 and stores data sup-
plied from the control unit 21.
[0099] The operation unit 24 is composed of a key-
board and a pointing device such as a mouse and an
interface device for connecting the keyboard and pointing

device to the internal bus 20. Instructions on creation,
input, and transmission/reception of image data including
Bezier curves, designation of an image to display, draw-
ing region ranges, enlargement ratios, and positions of
drawing regions on the display device are entered via
the operation unit 24 and supplied to the control unit 21.
[0100] The display unit 25 is composed of a CRT (cath-
ode ray tube) or LCD (liquid crystal display) and displays
a drawn image.
[0101] The input/output unit 26 is composed of a radio
transmission/reception device, wireless modem, or net-
work terminal device, and an serial interface or LAN (local
area network) interface connected thereto. Image data
including Bezier curves are received or transmitted via
the input/output unit 26.
[0102] The drawing device 100 including the anti-alias-
ing circuit 1 of the present invention can be configured
as an electronic circuit by mounting a circuit composed
of a hardware unit such as an LSI (large scale integration)
in which an circuit realizing the above-described anti-
aliasing procedure is installed. Furthermore, the pro-
grams 30 for fulfilling the above functions can be execut-
ed by the control unit 21 on a computer processing device
to realize the drawing device 100. In such a case, the
CPU of the control unit 21 loads the programs 30 stored
in the external storage 23 onto the main storage 22 and
executes them so as to control the operations of the units
and fulfill the functions, thereby executing the procedure
of the anti-aliasing circuit 1.
[0103] Here, the core unit for executing the processing
of the drawing device 100 composed of the control unit
21, main storage 22, external storage 23, operation unit
24, input/output unit 26, and internal bus 20 can be real-
ized by a conventional computer system, not by a dedi-
cated system. For example, the computer programs for
executing the above-described operations are distribut-
ed in a computer-readable recording medium (such as a
flexible disc, CD-ROM, and DVD-ROM) and installed on
a computer so as to configure the drawing device 100
for executing the above-described procedures. Alterna-
tively, the computer programs can be stored in a storage
device of a server device on a communication network
such as the Internet, and downloaded by a convention
computer system to configure the drawing device 100.
[0104] Alternatively, for realizing the functions of the
drawing device 100 by apportionment between an OS
(operation system) and application programs or by co-
operation of an OS (operation system) and application
programs, only the application programs can be stored
in a recording medium or storage device.
[0105] Furthermore, the computer programs can be
superimposed on carrier waves to distribute them via a
communication network. For example, the computer pro-
grams can be posted on a bulletin board system (BBS)
of a communication network to distribute them via the
network. Then, the computer programs can be activated
and executed in a manner similar to other application
programs under the control of an OS so that the above-
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described procedures are executed.
[0106] Additionally, the above-described hardware
configuration and flowcharts are given by way of example
and any modifications and adjustments can be made.
[0107] Additionally, preferable modifications of the
present invention include the following configuration.
[0108] The figure drawing device according to the first
exemplary aspect of the present invention is preferably
characterized in that the pixel dividing unit 5 divides a
pixel through which an edge line runs into quarters in
each of the horizontal and vertical directions and the cor-
rection unit 7 shifts the rows of pixel divisions on the basis
of row by one pixel division in the negative or positive
direction of the scanning line direction.
[0109] It is more preferably characterized in that the
occupancy rate calculation unit 12 divides the total of the
sum of the respective products of the contracted pixels
of the column of contracted pixels adjacent to a column
of contracted pixels in the negative direction of the scan-
ning line and 0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, the sum of the respective
products of the contracted pixels of the column of con-
tracted pixels and 1.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0, and the sum of the
respective products of the contracted pixels of the column
of contracted pixels adjacent to the column of contracted
pixels in the positive direction of the scanning line and
0.5, 0, 0.5, 0 by 7 to obtain the fill occupancy rate of the
pixel.
[0110] The anti-aliasing method according to the ex-
emplary second aspect of the present invention is pref-
erably characterized in that in Step S2 of FIG. 3, the pixel
dividing unit 5 divides a pixel through which an edge line
runs into quarters in each of the horizontal and vertical
directions and in Step S4, the correction unit 7 shifts the
rows of pixel divisions on the basis of row by one pixel
division in the negative or positive direction of the scan-
ning line direction.
[0111] It is more preferably characterized in that in
Step S13 of FIG. 4, the occupancy rate calculation unit
12 divides the total of the sum of the respective products
of the contracted pixels of the column of contracted pixels
adjacent to a column of contracted pixels in the negative
direction of the scanning line and 0, 0.5, 0, 0.5, the sum
of the respective products of the contracted pixels of the
column of contracted pixels and 1.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0, and
the sum of the respective products of the contracted pix-
els of the column of contracted pixels adjacent to the
column of contracted pixels in the positive direction of
the scanning line and 0.5, 0, 0.5, 0 by 7 to obtain the fill
occupancy rate of the pixel.
[0112] The present application is based on the Japa-
nese Patent Application No. 2008-287184 filed on No-
vember 7, 2008, of which the specification, scope of
claims, and figures are entirely incorporated herein by
reference.

Industrial Applicability

[0113] The present invention is applicable to various

techniques for drawing images on a display device based
on figure, data.
[0114] Legend

1 anti-aliasing circuit
2 edge correction circuit
3 weighting circuit
4 edge line coordinate input unit
5 pixel dividing unit
6 edge segment setting unit
7 correction unit
8 contraction unit
9 adjacent pixel adding unit
11 first mask generation unit
12 occupancy rate calculation unit
13 edge line start/end coordinates
14 outline data
15 outline data
16 occupancy rate data
21 control unit
22 main storage
23 external storage
24 operation unit
25 display unit
26 input/output unit
30 program
100 drawing device
104 edge generation circuit
106 outline buffer
120 display circuit

Claims

1. A figure drawing device comprising:

a pixel division array generation unit generating
an array of pixel divisions by dividing a pixel
through which an edge line of a figure runs by a
given number in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections;
an edge data setting unit setting up edge data
for the array of pixel divisions generated by said
pixel division array generation unit, the edge da-
ta presenting a pixel division at which filling
starts and a pixel division at which the filling ends
along the scanning line of a drawing region;
a pixel division row shifting unit shifting the array
of pixel divisions for which said edge data are
set up by said edge data setting unit in the di-
rection of said scanning line on the basis of row
of pixel divisions arranged in the direction of said
scanning line by a given number of pixel divi-
sions determined for said row of pixel divisions;
a contracted pixel column generation unit calcu-
lating the sums of said edge data of pixel divi-
sions on the basis of said row of pixel divisions
within the pre-shift range of said array of pixel
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divisions in a set of pixel divisions shifted by said
pixel division row shifting unit, and generating a
column of contracted pixels storing said sums
of edge data, said column of contracted pixels
having a width equal to one pixel in the direction
of said scanning line and consisting of the
number of contracted pixels obtained by dividing
in the direction perpendicular to said scanning
line;
a mask pixel array generation unit generating
an array of mask pixels indicating the contracted
pixels to be filled from an array of contracted
pixels obtained by arranging said columns of
contracted pixels generated by said contracted
pixel column generation unit according to the
array of undivided pixels;
an occupancy rate calculation unit calculating
the fill occupancy rate of a pixel through which
said edge line corresponding to said column of
contracted pixels runs from the sum of the prod-
ucts of the column of contracted pixels and ad-
jacent columns of contracted pixels and given
weighting coefficients for individual contracted
pixels together on the basis of column of con-
tracted pixels of said array of mask pixels gen-
erated by said mask pixel array generation unit;
a figure drawing unit filling the pixels within said
figure with a first gradation and filling the pixels
through which said edge line runs with a second
gradation that is lower than the first gradation
and determined according to the occupancy rate
calculated by said occupancy rate calculation
unit so as to draw the figure on a display screen.

2. The figure drawing device according to Claim 1, fur-
ther comprising a pixel division value adding unit
adding the values of pixel divisions protruding from
the pre-shift range of said array of pixel divisions as
a result of shifting in the direction of said scanning
line by said pixel division row shifting unit to the col-
umns of contracted pixels generated by said con-
tracted pixel column generation unit for the adjacent
pixel in the direction said row of pixel divisions pro-
trudes,
wherein said mask pixel array generation unit gen-
erates an array of mask pixels indicating the con-
tracted pixels to be filled from the array of contracted
pixels obtained by arranging said columns of con-
tracted pixels generated by said contracted pixel col-
umn generation unit and said pixel division value
adding unit according to the array of undivided pixels.

3. The figure drawing device according to Claim 1, fur-
ther comprising an edge start/end point acquisition
unit acquiring the coordinates of start and end points
of a segment of said edge line that runs through a
pixel through which said edge line of a figure runs,
wherein said edge data setting unit sets up edge

data presenting a pixel division at which filling starts
and a pixel division at which the filling ends along
the scanning line of a drawing region in the array of
pixel divisions generated by said pixel division array
generation unit based on the coordinates of start and
end points of the segment of said edge line obtained
by said edge start/end point acquisition unit.

4. The figure drawing device according to Claim 1,
wherein:

said pixel division array generation unit divides
a pixel through which said edge line runs into
quarters in each of the horizontal and vertical
directions; and
said pixel division row shifting unit shifts said
rows of pixel divisions on the basis of row by one
pixel division in the negative direction and pos-
itive direction of said scanning line.

5. The figure drawing device according to Claim 4,
wherein said occupancy rate calculation unit divides
the total of:

the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of the column of contracted pixels
adjacent to said column of contracted pixels in
the negative direction of the scanning line and
0, 0.5, 0, 0.5;
the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of said column of contracted pixels
and 1.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0; and
the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of the column of contracted pixels
adjacent to said column of contracted pixels in
the positive direction of the scanning line and
0.5, 0, 0.5, 0
by 7 to obtain the fill occupancy rate of the pixel.

6. An anti-aliasing method comprising:

a pixel division array generation step generating
an array of pixel divisions by dividing a pixel
through which an edge line of a figure runs by a
given number in the horizontal and vertical di-
rections;
an edge data setting step setting up edge data
for the array of pixel divisions generated in said
pixel division array generation step, the edge
data presenting a pixel division at which filling
starts and a pixel division at which the filling ends
along the scanning line of a drawing region;
a pixel division row shifting step shifting the array
of pixel divisions for which said edge data are
set up in said edge data setting step in the di-
rection of said scanning line on the basis of row
of pixel divisions arranged in the direction of said
scanning line by a given number of pixel divi-
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sions determined for said row of pixel divisions;
a contracted pixel column generation step cal-
culating the sums of said edge data of pixel di-
visions on the basis of said row of pixel divisions
within the pre-shift range of said array of pixel
divisions in a set of pixel divisions shifted in said
pixel division row shifting step, and generating
a column of contracted pixels storing said sums
of edge data, said column of contracted pixels
having a width equal to one pixel in the direction
of said scanning line and consisting of the
number of contracted pixels obtained by dividing
in the direction perpendicular to said scanning
line;
a mask pixel array generation step generating
an array of mask pixels indicating the contracted
pixels to be filled from an array of contracted
pixels obtained by arranging said columns of
contracted pixels generated in said contracted
pixel column generation step according to the
array of undivided pixels;
an occupancy rate calculation step calculating
the fill occupancy rate of a pixel through which
said edge line corresponding to said column of
contracted pixels runs from the sum of the prod-
ucts of the column of contracted pixels and ad-
jacent columns of contracted pixels and given
weighting coefficients for individual contracted
pixels together on the basis of column of con-
tracted pixels of said array of mask pixels gen-
erated in said mask pixel array generation step;
a figure drawing step filling the pixels within said
figure with a first gradation and filling the pixels
through which said edge line runs with a second
gradation that is lower than the first gradation
and determined according to the occupancy rate
calculated in said occupancy rate calculation
step so as to draw the figure on a display screen.

7. The anti-aliasing method according to Claim 6, fur-
ther comprising a pixel division value adding step
adding the values of pixel divisions protruding from
the pre-shift range of said array of pixel divisions as
a result of shifting in the direction of said scanning
line in said pixel division row shifting step to the col-
umns of contracted pixels generated in said contract-
ed pixel column generation step for the adjacent pixel
in the direction said row of pixel divisions protrudes,
wherein said mask pixel array generation step gen-
erates an array of mask pixels indicating the con-
tracted pixels to be filled from the array of contracted
pixels obtained by arranging said columns of con-
tracted pixels generated in said contracted pixel col-
umn generation step and said pixel division value
adding step according to the array of undivided pix-
els.

8. The anti-aliasing method according to Claim 6, fur-

ther comprising an edge start/end point acquisition
step acquiring the coordinates of start and end points
of a segment of said edge line that runs through a
pixel through which said edge line of a figure runs,
wherein said edge data setting step sets up edge
data presenting a pixel division at which filling starts
and a pixel division at which the filling ends along
the scanning line of a drawing region in the array of
pixel divisions generated in said pixel division array
generation step based on the coordinates of start
and end points of the segment of said edge line ob-
tained in said edge start/end point acquisition step.

9. The anti-aliasing method according to Claim 6,
wherein:

said pixel division array generation step divides
a pixel through which said edge line runs into
quarters in each of the horizontal and vertical
directions; and
said pixel division row shifting step shifts said
rows of pixel divisions on the basis of row by one
pixel division in the negative direction and pos-
itive direction of said scanning line.

10. The anti-aliasing method according to Claim 9,
wherein said occupancy rate calculation step divides
the total of:

the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of the column of contracted pixels
adjacent to said column of contracted pixels in
the negative direction of the scanning line and
0, 0.5, 0, 0.5;
the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of said column of contracted pixels
and 1.0, 1.5, 1.5, 1.0; and
the sum of the respective products of the con-
tracted pixels of the column of contracted pixels
adjacent to said column of contracted pixels in
the positive direction of the scanning line and
0.5, 0, 0.5, 0
by 7 to obtain the fill occupancy rate of the pixel.

11. A computer-readable storage medium storing pro-
grams that allow a computer to execute:

a pixel division array generation procedure gen-
erating an array of pixel divisions by dividing a
pixel through which an edge line of a figure runs
by a given number in the horizontal and vertical
directions;
an edge data setting procedure setting up edge
data for the array of pixel divisions generated in
said pixel division array generation procedure,
the edge data presenting a pixel division at
which filling starts and a pixel division at which
the filling ends along the scanning line of a draw-
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ing region;
a pixel division row shifting procedure shifting
the array of pixel divisions for which said edge
data are set up in said edge data setting proce-
dure in the direction of said scanning line on the
basis of row of pixel divisions arranged in the
direction of said scanning line by a given number
of pixel divisions determined for said row of pixel
divisions;
a contracted pixel column generation procedure
calculating the sums of said edge data of pixel
divisions on the basis of said row of pixel divi-
sions within the pre-shift range of said array of
pixel divisions in a set of pixel divisions shifted
in said pixel division row shifting procedure, and
generating a column of contracted pixels storing
said sums of edge data, said column of contract-
ed pixels having a width equal to one pixel in the
direction of said scanning line and consisting of
the number of contracted pixels obtained by di-
viding in the direction perpendicular to said
scanning line;
a mask pixel array generation procedure gener-
ating an array of mask pixels indicating the con-
tracted pixels to be filled from an array of con-
tracted pixels obtained by arranging said col-
umns of contracted pixels generated in said con-
tracted pixel column generation procedure ac-
cording to the array of undivided pixels;
an occupancy rate calculation procedure calcu-
lating the fill occupancy rate of a pixel through
which said edge line corresponding to said col-
umn of contracted pixels runs from the sum of
the products of the column of contracted pixels
and adjacent columns of contracted pixels and
given weighting coefficients for individual con-
tracted pixels together on the basis of column
of contracted pixels of said array of mask pixels
generated in said mask pixel array generation
procedure;
a figure drawing procedure filling the pixels with-
in said figure with a first gradation and filling the
pixels through which said edge line runs with a
second gradation that is lower than the first gra-
dation and determined according to the occu-
pancy rate calculated in said occupancy rate cal-
culation procedure so as to draw the figure on
a display screen.
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